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Temporary use of agricultural land taken 

out of production for road construction (the 

A11) in an harbour area



SSurface: 1341 haurface: 1341 ha

LandLand--users: 120users: 120

Affected farmers: 30Affected farmers: 30

Intake (expropriation) highway: 65 haIntake (expropriation) highway: 65 ha



Process



Aim: 
-Making changes to the two concept plans (temporary use and temporary physical measures), 
based on reflection days with the farmers and meetings with several partners (Flemish, Province 
and local authorities).
- A new perimeter of the project was presented and agreed upon by the exchange committee as 
well.

Goals: 
We achieved our goal, the members of the exchange committee agreed with the adapted 
concepts.
The agreement with these plans is necessary to start the construction phase from 2014 on.
The change of perimeter is necessary for a better place-making during the construction phase of 
the road (2014 – 2018)



Timeline:

01.02.13 31.06.13

exchange committee 20/03/13 June: participation 
infomarket organised

by the Administration

Roads and Traffic

- keeping all the stakeholders informed with the progress of the planmaking
- individual contact with farmers if they have questions about our plans, the process,…
- Preparations/investigation on site to start works on site later this year



People and Partnerships



Stakeholder Network:

VLM 
(Secretariat)

100 Individual 
farmers, 

landowners

Flemish 

government 

authorities

Local 

authorities, 

Port 

authorities
Exchange 

committtee:

Province and 

flemish 

governmental 

agricultural or 
road 

organisations



Engagement february - june:

- the exchange committee gathered in March
- with the local (water), Flemish and port authorities we organise meetings on a regular 

base, when input or advise is needed
- individual contact with farmers if they questions about our plans, the process,…
- in June 2013 we are participating  in an infomarket, organised by the Administration of 

roads and traffic: they will enlighten their road construction project (permanent situation); 
we were asked to participate and be present on this info market to answer or enlighten the 
temporary situation on site.

- The specific thing on this new legislation we are testing out now, is that landowners are 
not really engaged in the project (determined by this legislation) because the temporary 
use of the land, due to the road construction, effects most the landusers and not the 
owners. Nevertheless, we wanted to involve them more in our process and invited them to 
our second series of reflection days in 2012.



Paradigms and Policy



Our first challenge: new legislation (temporary use) and how to deal with the landowners. We are 
trying to reach them and keeping them involved during this project.
This challenge will not be there when we are working on the permanent use (from 2018 on), 
because then we will use legislation which involves the landowners as much as the landusers.

Our second challenge: the project cuts through European protected nature areas (birds area) so 
nature compensation measures are necessary and it’s more difficult to take even  temporary 
measures in such areas.
The challenge is to receive the building permits for the nature compensation measures and the 
temporary measures. We will need this permit before the construction of the road can start, 
otherwise the road construction cannot start. 

Policy:



Finance



Finance:
Amount (€) or Resource Type / 
Quantity

Source and Brief Description

1. 50% (quantity, see claims) SEEDS: costs VLM (staff, travel, 
accommodation,.)

1. 50% (quantity, see claims) VLM: costs VLM (staff, travel, 
accommodation,…)

1. 50% = 50 000 euro SEEDS: temporary investments on 
site

1. 50% = 50 000 euro Exchange committee: temporary 
investments on site

1. ± 500 000 euro Exchange committee: temporary 
investments on site, permanent 
investments on site

1. ± 10 000 000 euro AWV: Flemish administration for road 
construction: permanent investments 
on site
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Funding is going to plan

Every public sector has to save money, untill now  this hasn’t had an impact on 

our goals. Only recently, money asked for land banking (mitigating policy) has 

been denied so far. This could have an impact because we have to stop buying 

land. 

The construction of the road A11 will provide a better traffic access for the 

harbour of Zeebrugge and will improve as such the economic profitability and 

stability (sustainability) of this regional harbour.

Finance:





Practice



On-the-ground progress:
-Planmaking phase: plan temporary measures + plan temporary use of land
-Preparations to start works on site: drillings, archeological investigations, application of building 
permit
-Plantation on the property of private persons (not farmers), not considered as a temporary 
measurement, not funded through SEEDS 

Practice:

Pilot development:  going as planned, no contamination

Future plans:  The long term strategy for this site is to start up a land consolidation 

project when the road constructions are finished. This is planned for now, from 2018 on.



Example A11

Gebruiksruil A11 18

Before



example of using exchange with 
compensation A11

Gebruiksruil A11 19

• (2) exchange 

plot of the 

farmer with a 

land 

purchased by 

the VLM

• 2 instead of 

3,8 ha 

expropriated 

in use

(1) plot purchased by the Flemish Land 

Agency

1

2

after



Gebruiksruil A11
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It takes into account:

•expropriated area

•Soil classification

•altitude

•BWK (grasslands)

•Birds Directive

•Spreader Balance

•Surface to surface

•Grass to grass

•Field to field



Gebruiksruil A11

Gebruiksruil A11 21

After 



example A11
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The farm

Before 



Example A11

Gebruiksruil A11 23

Also the moving of farms is a possibility

After 

New 

farm



Landinrichting <<project>> 24



Lessons:
We can help other SEEDS partners and other SEEDS partners can help us finding 

interesting instruments for temporary use in open space ! 
Most of our partners are not actually active in open space, but maybe they can get us 

some information?

Practice:



Communication



What steps have you taken to 

publicise your pilot? 
- website vlm

- with the plantation on site now, an 

information board was put out, the 

SEEDS logo was put on this board, even 

though these permanent investments are 

not financed by SEEDS; we want to 

communicate and get the surroundings 

familiar with the logo and the project.

- leaflet

Project encouraged a general 
public discussion ?   
Not so far, maybe with the public enquiry we 
plan in October 2013







How have you involved your SEEDS partners?  
In Rotterdam, we met on the final day somebody from DLG (in contact with 

Deltares), after the meeting, we sent them our legislation on the temporary use 

exchange, they sent us their existing legislation.



What support, help or information do you need from your SEEDS 
partners? .

How do we organize the public enquiry in October 2013?

How can we involve the owners?

- owners live sometimes very far from the area (even abroad)

- owners do sometimes speak other languages

- owners sometimes have no connection anymore with the area (due to inheritance)

Are there SEEDS partners who can help us find instruments for temporary use in 

open space? Most of our partners are not actually active in open space, but 

maybe they can get us some information?

How can we improve our fundings, how can we persuade stakeholders to invest in 

temporary measures?



Lessons Learnt:
- We are trying to involve the landowners in our project as much as possible, 

even though this is not part of our legislation we are testing out. We are doing 

this, because we want them to feel involved in the project.

- The experience we are having with this new legislation has its impact on new 

legislation that we are at the moment developing within the VLM. The VLM is 

working out a new land development decree which will consists of a collection of 

instruments. Before SEEDS non of the instruments were embrasing temporary 

issues. Now, due to the implementation of this temporary legislation, some 

instruments concerning temporary issues will be embedded in the new legislation

Evaluation:
We do consider the public enquiry in October 2013 as a kind of informal 

evaluation of our plans.



The Next Claim



What Happens Next:

- Finding the most socially accepted temporary solutions together

with farmers, landowners, government,…, which guarantees 

economic viability of the involved agricultural enterprises and for the 

road constructor, the possibility of a quicker realization of the new 

highway ‘the A11’. 

- Therefore two plans will be finalised: a plan with the temporary 

use of the agricultural land and a plan with all the temporary 

(physical) measures.  We also start with the technical design for the 

temporary measures, tendering is forseen beginning of 2014

- In the next period the plan-making phase will be finished and a 

public enquiry will be organised in October 2013.-


